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INTERNATIONAL NETWORK FOR ENERGY HEALING

This Network, whose keynote is World Service, is non-sectarian, non-political and international in its thinking. 
It recognises Life as the primary source of power. We can channel this energy for healing and when this takes 
place Spirit, Soul and Body integrate to become whole.

  
  Aims
  • To facilitate Esoteric Healing
  • To help anchor spiritual science in the human Consciousness
  • To assist the Plan of the Spiritual Hierarchy for Humanity.
  • To encourage group work on inner and outer levels.
  • To recognise the need for ongoing self-healing and growth.
  • To link up and work with practitioners in the various medical and healing arts and sciences
   acknowledging the value of diversity.
  • To share the understanding of esoteric anatomy and the esoteric causes and prevention of disease.
  • To provide seminars and practical training in the principles of Esoteric Healing in the
   Subtle Energy Field and its integration into everyday life.
  • To develop an International Network of Healers, Teachers and Servers to support each other
   and further the above Aims.
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The Journal is published
Contributions are welcomed by:

The Editors, 27 South Road, Chorleywood, Hertfordshire WD3 5AS, UK 
 Email: hfrankland@dsl.pipex.com

Annual Subscriptions to The Journal, including postage:
UK £7.00; Europe £8.00; Africa £8.00; Australia £12.00; USA and Canada $22.00

Please make cheques payable to ‘INEH’, in Pounds Sterling drawn on a British Bank.
Send £Sterling to: The Editors, address as above

Send $US to: Deborah Graham, 6035 Park Lake Road, Bath, MI 48808, USA
Paypal is available, see: www.ineh.uk

Many thanks to those of you who send more than the cost of The Journal. This allows us to send The Journal to 
those who cannot afford to pay or are unable to export moneys.

Individual contributions to The Journal may not necessarily express the established ideas or views of the INEH as a 
whole, but reflect aspects of current researching and concerns of members of the Network. As Djwhal Khul says of 
his works, they are sent out “...with no claim for their acceptance... It is for you to ascertain their truth by right practice 
and by exercise of the Intuition.”
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It seems we have the whole world united by a virus, fear 
and death are brought to the surface to be faced and 
talked about, we have seen the possibility of clean air 
from  lack  of  pollution  from  transport  and  industry  and 
wild life has ventured back to old habitats. We have had 
opportunities to be still and contemplative and to value 
our associates, to be more resourceful and less reliant 
on materialism.

At  the  same  time  we  have  seen  abuse,  selfishness, 
starvation and deprivation and injustice highlighted.

Discrimination and choice has become more obviously 
available and many are turning to the light with open hearts. 
Many are realising the power of thought and changing 
mass thought patterns rather than physical effects.

We are in a time of great opportunity and can open our 
eyes with the triangle of Ajna and both eyes to dispel 
glamours and Ajna, head centre and right eye to clear 
illusion. We can do this for ourselves, our groups and 

the whole group of humanity.

Many  believe  that  the  energies  of  Love  and  Wisdom 
are really reappearing at this time and that the Aquarian 
Age is beginning to fully manifest around us with all the 
consequences  of  perfection  calling  imperfection  to  the 
surface. We include a talk from the Lucis Trust about the 
Aquarian Age and its connection with the deva evolution 
which sees sound and hears colour. It also links the 4 th 
ether  to  electrical  energy  which  is  explored  in  Gulla’s 
experiments.  We  look  at  the  devas  creating  thought 
forms  not  just  physical  forms  and  we  explore  sound, 
silence and listening in many aspects.

As  part  of  embracing  change  we  are  experimenting 
in  this  edition  with  sending  this  Journal  as  an  email 
attachment.  We  do  hope  you  enjoy  it  despite  the  lack 
of  reports  from  our  usual  conferences  and  gatherings 
and may the love of the one Soul focussed in this group 
radiate upon humanity, healing, soothing, strengthening 
and dissipating all that hinders service and good health.
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Akashic Sound
by Djwal Khul

“Just as all the substances of our manifested solar system 
are differentiations of the akasha, the first differentiation 
of the primordial stuff, so all these distinctions of sound 
are  differentiations  of  the  one  sound;  all  are  divine  in 
time and space. But all have to be heard correctly and all 
lead eventually to and form in their totality the AUM, the 
Word of Glory, the Macrocosmic Word. With the student 
of Raja Yoga, however, there are three main voices or 
sounds with which he is temporarily concerned:

1.  The speech of the Earth, so as to rightly use it,
2.  The Voice of the Silence, so as to hear it. This is the 

voice of his own inner God, the Christ,
3.  The AUM, the Word of the Father, expressed through 

the Son, which will, when heard, put him in touch with 
the Word of God, incarnate in all nature.

When speech is rightly used and the sounds of earth 
can  likewise  be  stilled,  then  the  Voice  of  the  Silence 
can be heard. It might be noted here that clairaudience 

is awareness of the voice of the great illusion and gives 
a  man  power  to  hear  on  the  astral  plane.  This  in  its 
right  place  and  when  controlled  from  above  through 
knowledge, opens the ear to certain aspects of divine 
expression  in  the  three  worlds.  It  is  not  the  divine 
hearing referred to in the sutra. In Charles Johnston’s 
comments on this sutra, he covers the ground beautifully 
as follows: 

“The  transfer  of  a  word  by  telepathy  is  the 
simplest and earliest form of the ‘divine hearing’ 
of the spiritual man, as that power grows, and as, 
through perfectly concentrated meditation, the 
spiritual man comes into more complete mastery 
of it, he grows able to hear and clearly distinguish 
the speech of the great Companions, who counsel 
and comfort him on his way. They may speak to 
him  either  in  wordless  thoughts,  or  in  perfectly 
definite words and sentences.”

Light of the Soul, 339
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The INEH (UK), which publishes this Journal, is a Registered Charity (No. 1032492) with the stated objective: 

“To preserve and protect good health and relieve sickness by advancing the knowledge, practice and expertise of
Esoteric Healing through education, teacher training and other lawfully charitable means.”

Registered Office of the INEH (UK)
The Hayloft, Palmers Road, Emsworth, Hampshire PO10 7DL, UK 

Email: inehteachers@gmail.com

Chairwoman
Helen Frankland, ‘Pendle’, 27 South Road, Chorleywood, Hertfordshire WD3 5AS, UK

Tel: +44 (0)1923 282834 Email: hfrankland@dsl.pipex.com

Membership Secretary
Ian Yearwood, 34, Fieldside, Edenthorpe, Doncaster, South Yorkshire DN3 2JS

Tel: 01302 880 594 email: ian.ywoods@yahoo.co.uk

MEMBERSHIP OF INEH UK

Membership is open to those who have completed the INEH approved training courses and satisfied all the conditions laid down by 
the Committee. This includes public liability insurance cover, copies of the Journal, voting rights and eligibility to attend the Annual 
Conference. Cost £30.00 a year.

Student Membership is open to those who have completed at least Course 1 of the INEH approved training courses and satisfied 
all the conditions laid down by the Committee. This includes public liability insurance cover and receiving copies of the Journal.
Cost £30.00 a year.

Couples/Families at the same address £45.00 for two people.

Non UK Membership is open to those who have completed the INEH approved training courses and satisfied all the conditions 
laid down by the Committee but are not resident in Britain. This includes receiving copies of the Journal and eligibility to attend the 
Annual Conference. Cost £15.00 

We also have the category of Friend for any supporters of our work anywhere in the world. This includes receiving copies of the 
Journal and our thanks. Cost £15.00 

Application Forms available from the Membership Sec., Ian Yearwood (see address above)

Front cover photograph: UK Conference in Sidmouth by Victoria Marston

Typesetting by Tim Harland, Permanent Publications, www.permaculture.co.uk

Any man or woman – given real interest and prompted by the incentive to serve –
who thinks and loves, can be a healer, and it is time that people grasped that fact.

Esoteric Healing 601

Sometimes when you feel lost, perhaps you just need to relax, allow and trust.
You may be lost in the right direction after all. Smile!

Rimvi Tpw 

The real spirit does not live on its own or for its own sake. Its life is in tune with the whole,
with everyone. Its life supports others. In cooperation with others it moves the world.

Primoz Skobern
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The Great Invocation

From the point of Light within the Mind of God
Let Light stream forth into the minds of men,

Let Light descend on Earth.

From the point of Love within the heart of God
Let Love stream forth into the hearts of men,

May Christ return to Earth.

From the centre where the Will of God is known
Let purpose guide the little wills of men –

The purpose which the Masters know and serve.

From the centre which we call the race of men
Let the Plan of Love and Light work out

And may it seal the door where evil dwells.

Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on Earth.

OM OM OM
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